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Abstract Modern Multiprocessor System-on-Chip (MP-

SoC) designs face challenges in tremendous complexity

imposed by the wide range of functional and architec-

tural requirements. Design automation methodologies

address some of the complexity through design abstrac-

tions from two different angles, namely functionality

and architecture. Algorithm-Level Design (ALD), such

as Simulink, focuses on managing the functional com-

plexity through algorithm modeling. Meanwhile, System-

Level Design (SLD) addresses the platform complexity

by exploring and synthesizing architecture models from

specifications captured in a System-Level Design Lan-

guage (SLDL). However, these two design methodolo-

gies are inherently disjoint as they focus on different de-

sign domains at separate abstraction levels. As a result,

transition from algorithm models to system-level ex-
plorations often requires re-authoring of the functional

SLDL specification to expose hierarchy and parallelism.

This thus forms the Specification Gap causing a loss of

productivity and stalling the overall design cycle.

This paper proposes to join ALD and SLD to close

the specification gap through a Specification Synthesis

approach. We introduce Algo2Spec, which synthesizes

an SLDL specification out of an algorithm model in

Simulink. Algo2Spec enables a rapid heterogeneous De-

sign Space Exploration while still tuning the algorithm

according to functional needs. With Algo2Spec, system

level design principles propagate up to higher abstrac-

tion levels and a new joint algorithm/architecture co-

design flow is created. The joint flow seamlessly spans

from algorithm modeling down to heterogeneous im-
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plementations crossing multiple abstractions. Our ap-

proach empowers designers to create, simulate, and ex-

plore models in a rapid design cycle. Utilizing the joint

flow, we demonstrate opportunities for algorithm and

architecture co-design on a set of real-world benchmark

applications ranging from 57 to 5733 Simulink blocks.

The automatic synthesis avoids the tedious and error-

prone manual conversion of Simulink algorithm models

into SLDL specifications. Algo2Spec executes in 4.5s on

average to synthesize a single Simulink block to a fully

functional SLDL behavior. Compared to an estimated

5.18 hours of manual editing, Algo2Spec improves pro-

ductivity by three orders of magnitude for obtaining

the system-level specifications from Simulink models.

Keywords Specification Synthesis · Simulink · MP-

SoC Design Methodology · Design Space Exploration ·
Algorithm-Architecture Co-design

1 Introduction

The complexity of modern embedded system designs is

dramatically increasing both in terms of functionality

and architecture. Markets demand the integration of

more features that simultaneously become more com-

plex; meanwhile design flexibility is required to react

to varying customer needs as well as changing stan-

dards. To realize the challenging functional demands,

and simultaneously meet stringent non-functional and

performance constraints, designers often leverage the

power and flexibility of multi-core heterogeneous sys-

tems. Time-to-market is of critical importance in MP-

SoC designs and applications, which forms the driving

force for design automation research and studies. Effi-

cient design methodologies are needed in both domains

of the algorithm and platform development to keep up
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with the increasing functional and architectural com-

plexity.

Current methodologies broadly cope with design com-

plexities from two different angles, namely functional

(algorithm-level) or architectural (system-level) perspec-

tive. Algorithm-Level Design (ALD) approaches facil-

itate specifying functional and behavioral aspects of

the design at a high abstraction level without consid-

ering platform implementation details. Here, by algo-

rithm selection and composition, the focus is to achieve

the desired functional results, such as numerical valid-

ity or image quality of a multimedia solution, or accu-

racy of object detection in a security system. On the

other hand, System-Level Design (SLD) methodologies

help designers to identify platforms suitable for execut-

ing the desired application to meet performance, power,

area and other non-functional constraints. Through De-

sign Space Exploration (DSE), SLD techniques guide

designers in selecting Processing Elements (PEs), com-

munication architecture, mapping and scheduling of be-

haviors over heterogeneous architectures.

Various languages and ALD environments (ALDE)

are available to aid the design and implementation of

algorithm models in fast validation cycles, such as Tar-

getLink [16], LabView [32] and Simulink [36]. In this pa-

per, Simulink is used as the ALDE, as it shares common

characteristics with other model-based design tools and

is supported by other algorithm tools, such as Dymola [12].

Additionally, its features such as algorithm databases,

comprehensive toolboxes, and analysis capabilities draw

a wide audience in Digital Signal Processing (DSP) and

multimedia communities in the Electronic Design Au-

tomation (EDA) area.

Once an authored algorithm is intended for deploy-

ment, system-level explorations are an ideal vehicle to

analyze the model on heterogeneous platforms to meet

constraints such as timing, power, budget, energy or

cost. SLD languages (SLDL), such as SystemC [42] and

SpecC [23], have been established to capture complex

systems at the system-level in order to reduce the com-

plexity of the MPSoC exploration. Built upon SLDLs,

SLD environments (SLDE) automate the system-level

design and exploration flow. SLDEs, such as PeaCE [29],

DAEDALUS [51], OSSS [28], and SoC Environment

(SCE) [17], are developed to aid the specification cre-

ation, analysis, verification, validation, and synthesis

through iterative refinement using SLDLs. SLD method-

ologies reduce development cost and increase produc-

tivity for large and complex MPSoC designs. In this

paper, SCE is selected as the SLDE 1.

1 We chose SCE since the system-level exploration environ-
ment is readily available. The concepts are applicable to other
SLDE, such as PeaCE.
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Fig. 1: Specification Gap.

Nevertheless, currently ALDEs and SLDEs primar-

ily focus on challenges in their specific domains individ-

ually. Due to the lack of automated tool-chains, manual

converting the ALD models to be suitable for SLD spec-

ification is often required. We observed a clear Specifi-

cation Gap between ALDEs and SLDEs as illustrated

in Figure 1. Presently, designers first model, validate

and analyze the design in an ALDE, such as Simulink,

and then manually convert them to an SLDL specifi-

cation where further structure and hierarchy analysis
and mapping can be performed. The process of manual

conversion across different abstraction layers is error-

prone, time-consuming and extremely costly. A simi-

lar gap discussed in [10] also emphasizes on the loss of

productivity due to abstraction disconnection, yet in a

separate context. Chandraiah et al. observed [9] that it

takes 12-14 weeks to manually re-code an MP3 refer-

ence model from plain C to a well-defined SLDL spec-

ification. More severely, changes in the design require

multiple iterative manual conversions causing a lengthy

modification of the model to match the desired speci-

fication [26]. Therefore, the manual effort causes a loss

of productivity as it stalls in the overall design cycle.

The high model complexity often makes it impracti-

cal for manual conversion in real-world examples. This

limitation inevitably reduces the opportunities of early

HW/SW co-design and parallel explorations, which are

essential for MPSoC design success. Hence, there is a

need for new automation methods and tools to (1) avoid

manual transformation from ALD to SLD, (2) improve
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design quality, (3) reduce development overhead, and

subsequently (4) accelerate the overall design cycle.

This paper aims to close the gap between the ALDE

and the SLDE by introducing an algorithm-to-specification

synthesizer: Algo2Spec. It automates the model trans-

formation from Simulink to SpecC2. This enables Simulink

models to be synthesized to SLDL specifications that

are structurally composable, explorable, and synthesiz-

able in the system-level design domain. Algo2Spec elim-

inates the manual re-authoring and takes advantage of

optimization options to further boost the overall sys-

tem performance. In addition, the following two major

system-level exploration capabilities are made available

to ALDE:

1. Early Model Estimation. Rich profiling utilities

are available in SLDE [5,45]. Computation and com-

munication demands, code and memory footprint,

system utilization and estimated running time can

be visualized directly to algorithm-level designers to

evaluate the estimated model characteristics in the

early stage of the design cycle.

2. Heterogeneous Platform Exploration and Im-

plementation. With a comprehensive database of

existing PEs in SCE, algorithm designers are aug-

mented with the features such as rapid prototyp-

ing and evaluation on model and platform combina-

tions. The HW/SW co-design of Simulink models is

thereby made possible.

As a result, Algo2Spec establishes a joint algorithm/ar-

chitecture co-design flow exposing system-level design

features to the algorithm perspective. The new flow

seamlessly extends an existing top-down work-flow of

SCE [22] to reach higher abstractions in Simulink.

Algorithm designers, therefore, can perform early ex-

ploration with rapid feedback generated from hetero-

geneous Virtual Platform (VP). The new flow reduces

the total design effort for platform-specific algorithm

improvements by automatic specification synthesis (see

Section 5).

Our results first demonstrate the benefits through a

case study on a Motion JPEG (MJPEG) video encoder.

The early estimation enriches designers to drive multi-

ple design decisions to reach a desirable specification.

Afterwards, we generalize our approach on evaluating

Algo2Spec performance on a set of industrial strength

applications including MJPEG encoder, MJPEG codec,

Corner Detection, H.264 codec, LTE PHY Downlink

and HL-20 vehicle control systems. Algo2Spec intro-

duces a significant productivity gain by automatically

2 For the purpose of this paper, we have chosen SpecC [25]
as the SLDL. The principles and concepts, however, are
equally transferable to other SLDL, such as SystemC.

generating specifications. By encapsulating algorithm

and architecture design in one iterative cycle of model-

ing, simulation and deployment, the development speed-

up gains up to three orders of magnitude compared to

traditional manual methodologies.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 de-

scribes and contrasts related research efforts. Section 3

discusses synthesis foundations. Section 4 examines the

internal design of Algo2Spec in detail. Section 5 demon-

strates the benefits with experimental results. Section 6

discusses and illustrates the overall created co-design

flow. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

This section first overviews research efforts in bridg-

ing multiple design abstractions followed by examin-

ing MATLAB/Simulink related research with respect

to system-level design.

2.1 Design Abstractions

Spanning across design abstractions is a key for shield-

ing users from the overwhelming system complexity. C

programming language has been well studied to be used

as an abstraction description to model low-level SoC

components. To name a few, Sullivan et al. [50] pro-

posed a C based logic synthesis flow to accelerate over-

all design speed. Wakabayashi et al. [55] suggested a

SoC design flow starting from C reference code. De-

spite its popularity in SoC designers, C language is

typically limited for exploiting system-level opportu-

nities due to the lack of analyzable and synthesizable

semantics. This promotes the system-level description

of the overall design to further raise the design ab-

straction. The International Telecommunication Union

(ITU) defined the Specification and Description lan-

guage (SDL) [19] originally to describe telecommuni-

cation protocols, but was later extended for defining

system level specifications. A user guided conversion of

SDL to HW/SW architectures in C/VHDL was pro-

posed for functional partitioning [34]. Meanwhile, to

gain the strength of SLDLs while leveraging the vastly

available C programs, Dömer et al. [14,10] introduced

a re-coding scheme to guide designers to convert plain

C code to well-defined SLDL specifications.

The power and flexibility of system-level specifica-

tions have shown the effectiveness in SoC designs. Thus,

translating languages in higher abstractions, such as

Unified Modeling Languages (UML), to system-level

languages, such as SystemC, have been studied [35,46,
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39,53]. These approaches used the hierarchical infor-

mation captured in UML diagrams for component rela-

tionships. Designers were enabled to construct system

models abstractly in a top-down design flow to simplify

the model description and analysis. The majority of

the design is described in UML followed by a language-

to-language transformation to SystemC together with

generated application code for simulation and imple-

mentation. Our approach also aims to expand system-

level specifications to higher abstraction. However, un-

like these approaches that primarily use abstract mod-

els for structural conversions, we focus on both struc-

tural and behavioral characteristics of the design cap-

tured in MATLAB/Simulink.

2.2 MATLAB/Simulink and System-Level Design

MATLAB/Simulink has drawn research attention in

multiple application domains related to system-level

designs. Boland et al. [4] designed a multi-abstraction

model co-simulation and verification in a unified envi-

ronment by connecting MATLAB/Simulink and Sys-

temC. Caspi et al. [8] proposed to transfer Simulink

models to SCADE/Lustre in the Time-Triggered Archi-

tectures (TTA) domain. The Compaan tool-chain [33]

transforms MATLAB applications into Kahn Process

Network models for architecture exploration on MP-

SoC. Baleani et al. [3] addressed the continuous as-

pect of MATLAB/Simulink in SystemC by transform-

ing Simulink models via a Synchronous Reactive (SR)

layer to achieve correct-by-construction semantics be-

tween Simulink and ASCET [20]. These approaches mainly

handled specific aspects of using MATLAB/Simulink

models in system-level contexts, such as co-simulation

or deployment. However, the enabled design flow was

not well investigated and received less attention.

Meanwhile, Simulink Coder and Simulink Embed-

ded Coder (SEC) [37] also offer generating target spe-

cific embedded C code, which, however, are limited to

pre-defined target platforms and binary execution on

only homogeneous platforms. Simulink can also gen-

erate a SystemC testbench to drive a user design at the

TLM level for simulation-based validation [38]. How-

ever, its sole focus is being used as a testbench for vali-

dation purpose only. It is not suitable for heterogeneous

explorations.

A top-down refinement flow from Simulink to TLM

(Transaction Level Modeling) models in SystemC was

proposed in [30] and [44]. They proposed a prototype

platform where Simulink models capture the overall

system requirements given hardware related informa-

tion. In their approach, refinement explorations occur

directly in Simulink through explicit block annotations.

This requires additional model modification or recon-

struction. The main focus was design refinement, yet

less of the advantages of a joint flow. Therefore, pro-

viding system-level tools and features to Simulink users

was not addressed.

Some similar research aspects, yet at different ab-

straction level, can be found at High-Level Synthesis

(HLS). With input models mainly in C or similar im-

perative languages, HLS tools aim to yield Register-

Transfer Level (RTL) hardware descriptions. Some ex-

amples include, Shin et al. [49] who proposed an inter-

active design flow that allow designers’ decisions pre-

cede automatic presets. More recently, Nacci et al. [41]

closely investigated optimal synthesis of iterative loop

algorithms onto FPGA devices. Although HLS research

shares common interests on solving synthesis challenges,

our work focuses on Simulink models which are at higher

abstraction than HLS inputs. Moreover, our work stud-

ies more closely on the transformation and construction

between Simulink models and SLDLs.

Similar goals of flowing from abstract models to

heterogeneous implementations are presented in some

rather different approaches, such as Ptolemy [18] and

Kepler [2]. They were proposed for modeling, simulat-

ing and deploying heterogeneous components in con-

current real-time systems. However, these approaches

require starting from a dedicated input Model of Com-

putation (MoC). In our work, conversely, we take ad-

vantage of a mature, well established and widely used

input model of Simulink, and explore the advantages a

joint algorithm-level and system-level design methodol-

ogy.

3 Specification Synthesis Foundations

As an algorithm modeling tool, Simulink models sys-

tem dynamics in both continuous and discrete domains

through a flexible and non-rigorous semantics based on

the dynamic theory [59]. Simulink Embedded Coder

is capable of generating C code to capture Simulink

block semantics at the ANSI C operation level. How-

ever, not all elements supported in Simulink simulation

semantics can be (or should be) synthesized to hard-

ware or software. On the contrary, SLDLs seek stricter

semantics to meet the stringent synthesis requirements.

Driven by underlying architectures, it imposes a seman-

tics of discrete systems for constructing synthesizable

designs [47].

Therefore, a synthesizable subset of Simulink prim-

itives to be supported by Algo2Spec needs to be iden-

tified. Restricting the scope of Simulink semantics for

the synthesis purpose has been shown effective in ear-
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lier approaches [52]. The current design of Algo2Spec

supports the following Simulink primitives:

1. Environment. Discrete and fixed step solvers are

supported. Other categories of solver or variable steps

are not supported.

2. Blocks. Algo2Spec uses Simulink Embedded Coder

(SEC) for intermediate C code generation to capture

block functionality at C level. As such, Algo2Spec

inherits the scope of blocks supported by SEC. Ad-

ditionally, complex blocks, asynchronous blocks and

blocks with continuous time are not supported.

3. Sampling Rates. Given that Simulink has a time-

based simulation semantics, we fully support Single-

Rate in the current release. Multi-Rate, however, is

supported partially with constraints. As Multi-Rate

is built upon Single-Rate semantics, carefully study-

ing the Single-Rate is the foundation for further ex-

ploration of Multi-Rate systems. In this paper, we

focus on Single-Rate systems.

The current supported Simulink subset already cov-

ers a large variety of Simulink models. Moreover, Algo2Spec

provides a flexible and expandable framework that sim-

plifies expanding the support for more Simulink ele-

ments.

3.1 Synthesis Challenges and Validity

The validity of specification synthesis depends on the

correct semantic reconstruction of Simulink in SLDL.

As both Simulink and SLDL are composable program-

ming paradigms, we consider the validity of the synthe-

sis in a modeling perspective as follows:

1. Functional reassembly. SEC produces embedded

C code for a Simulink block if it is permissible for

code generation. The code generation procedure en-

sures that the numerical results of a Simulink block

can be represented in C routines pertained to the

dynamic theory. SLDLs, being described in imper-

ative programming languages (C/C++), rely on C

code for functional constructs. Our transformation

must ensure functional validity of a Simulink block

using SLDL constructs. We address the challenge

by using a back-end Internal Representation (IR)

to analyze the generated C code at IR level and in-

tegrate the computational load to the corresponding

SLDL elements (see Section 4.1.2).

2. Model composition. Simulink models are func-

tionally composable; that is complex functionality

can be constructed by exercising composition rules,

such as grouping, looping, or enabling, on sub-blocks

with valid signal connections. Similar hierarchical

Blocks
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Sub-blocks
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Member Variables

Instances

Inout

(b)

Fig. 2: Simulink and SLDL Structural Semantics

composition is inherently supported by SLDLs. How-

ever, in order to reassemble the Simulink hierar-

chical structure in SLDL, structural semantics (see

Section 3.2) analysis and mapping are necessary to

examine the challenges in language construct differ-

ences. The formal language validation methods such

as model transformation [1] are part of the future

work. Besides valid functional compositions, the nu-

merical validity also relies on the correct execution

order. This is briefly discussed in Section 3.3.

We examine the structural and execution semantics

in more detail for understanding the limitations and po-

tential trade-offs in the specification synthesis process.

3.2 Structural Semantics

Structural semantics is defined as the compositional

elements and rules. It specifies what elements can be

combined to create a new element that is structurally

valid. The essential structural semantics of Simulink

and SLDL are shown in Figure 2. For brevity, Blocks

(Figure 2a) represent both leaf (atomic) and hierarchi-

cal Simulink blocks, whereas only leaf blocks contain

Dynamic Functions. Classes 3 (Figure 2b) represent

both SLDL leaf and hierarchical behaviors. The basic

block units in Simulink are atomic blocks and in SLDL

are simply noted as leaf behavior4.

The Simulink atomic blocks include primitive blocks

(e.g. blocks predefined in toolboxes), model reference

blocks, S-Function blocks and other non-dividable blocks.

As atomic blocks cannot be further decomposed into

small sub-blocks, they contain the actual computation,

such as addition or complex kernels. Its computation is

formulated through dynamic functions that define the

block state corresponding to inputs (Inports), outputs

(Outports), shown in Figure 2a. The dynamic functions

of a Simulink block can be generated to ANSI C pro-

cedures by SEC expressing the identical functionality.

3 Classes are an abstract representation of behaviors and
channel [23].
4 In the rest of the paper, we will use Behaviors to denote

elements in the SLDL. The concept is equivalent to modules
or blocks.
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1 behavior B (in float In1,
2 out float Out1){
3 ...
4 };
5 behavior C (in float In1,
6 out float Out1){
7 ...
8 };
9 behavior A (in float In1,

10 out float Out1){
11 float s2;
12 B B_0 (In1, s2);
13 C C_0 (s2, Out1);
14 ...
15 };

(b) SLDL Behaviors

Fig. 3: Hierarchical Composition Example

On the other hand, SLDL classes contain member func-

tions written in ANSI C code. This indicates that the

SLDL member functions are compatible for capturing

the dynamic functions in Simulink, which retains the

Simulink functionality in SLDLs.

SLDL inherently supports port concepts as specified

in Simulink. Besides port direction, Simulink defines the

data transmitted through ports can be composed by

data type and width, which are also supported by SLDL

ports5. A signal in Simulink is composed of a trunk and

branches, where a branch is defined as the split seg-

ment from the trunk signal. SLDL semantics, however,

differs in that signals are handled as variables (or chan-

nels) using communication primitives to address signal

routing. The SpecC SLDL does not distinguish trunk

and branches natively. This necessitates the insertion

of extra elements to maintain the semantic correctness

by signal synthesis (Section 4.2.1) to resolve the fan-out

connection problem as exposed by Simulink signals.

Hierarchical compositions are supported in both se-

mantics through Simulink sub-blocks or SLDL instances.

However, slight discrepancies exist between the distinc-

tions for types and instances in these two domains.

Figure 3 shows a simple Simulink to SLDL compar-

ison. A Simulink hierarchical block A consists of one

inport (In1), one output (Out1), two sub-blocks: B and

C. Signal s1, s2, and s3 connect these blocks to corre-

sponding ports. Simulink does not explicitly distinguish

block instances from block types. This means Block B

and C are their own types and instances at the same

time using the name as a unique identifier. Simulink

restricts this in the modeling environment by disallow-

ing the same block names in the visible namespace (i.e.

within the same block). In SLDLs, however, types and

instances need to be named differently. Thus, Algo2Spec

5 Complex signals in Simulink are currently not supported
such as non-virtual buses.

explicitly distinguishes these two different kinds of nam-

ing by using Simulink block types and extra suffixes for

instance name creation.

Figure 3b shows the synthesized SLDL behavior by

Algo2Spec for the Simulink example. Behavior A con-

tains two child behaviors of type: B and C, as instances

B_0 and C_0 with 0 as the instance naming suffix. The

ports are named identically as in the Simulink model.

Variables are instantiated to connect ports and behav-

iors to maintain the correct signal routing (float as

an example) and connection optimizations are applied

(e.g. s1 and s3 are optimized away). The details will

be discussed in hierarchical synthesis (Section 4.2).

3.3 Execution Semantics

Simulink evaluates blocks in the time domain [36] for

simulation. Derived from the dynamic system theory, it

primarily describes the relationship among input, state

and output regarding time changes [11]. In the scope of

our work, continuous time is not considered. Hence, we

limited the execution semantics to discrete and fixed

step solver6. In essence, the solver determines when a

block can be invoked. In this paper, we focus on Single-

Rate systems - blocks will be invoked depending on the

execution dependencies.

SLDLs, such as SystemC and SpecC, are based on

discrete event simulation semantics [40]. SpecC allows a

behavioral hierarchy (e.g. sequential, pipeline, parallel,

FSM), which captures how behaviors can be scheduled.

During the specification synthesis, the scheduling of the

entire design can be statically determined by Algo2Spec

through dependency analysis. The scheduling is then re-

alized using behavioral hierarchy, which eliminates ex-

plicit requirements of synchronization through events.

With a statically determinable execution sequence, the

SpecC semantics can be used to control scheduling in

discrete simulation honoring dependencies in the origi-

nal Simulink models.

The semantic comparison directs the synthesis pro-

cess from Simulink to SpecC to achieve both structural

and functional validity. The next section looks into the

Algo2Spec internal design.

4 Algo2Spec Design

This section first overviews the internal structure of

Algo2Spec followed by discussing its components in de-

tail to explain the synthesis process. Figure 4 illustrates

6 A Simulink solver computes the next simulation time with
an interval called step size.
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the overall synthesis flow. Algo2Spec consists of two

main components: the Model Generator (front-end) and

the Model Linker (back-end) connected through inter-

mediately generated files. With a Simulink algorithm

model as input, the Model Generator first starts a san-

ity check ensuring the model is suitable for synthesis.

For instance, it rejects a model with unconnected ports

or unresolved algebraic loops (i.e. erroneous Simulink

models).

Algo2Spec implements a DFS-based tree traversal

following the bottom-up synthesis principle for full model

coverage with low runtime complexity. The leaves of

the model tree, atomic Simulink blocks, are synthesized

by the module Leaf Synthesizer (see Section 4.1) to

SLDL leaf behaviors. The Hierarchy Synthesizer syn-

thesizes Simulink subsystem blocks to SLDL composite

behaviors (i.e. hierarchical nodes) (Section 4.2). Lastly,

the Model Linker imports the generated behaviors to

construct the overall specification and resolves external

linkages. The front-end is implemented in MATLAB for

the maximum compatibility, portability and integration

with the Simulink environment. The back-end is real-

ized based on the SpecC Compiler (SCC) [15]. Dur-

ing the synthesis process, the designer can direct two

optimization opportunities: scheduling decision (Sec-

tion 4.2.3) and granularity decision (Section 4.3), to

flexibly adjust and fine-tune the overall system perfor-

mance.

4.1 Leaf Synthesizer

The aforementioned semantic analysis in Section 3 shows

that the functionality of a single Simulink block can be

expressed in C routines generated by SEC. The Leaf

Synthesizer, thereby, utilizes the generated C code for

SLDL behavior functionalities.

For each identified Simulink leaf, the Leaf Synthe-

sizer invokes SEC to generate C functions. The pro-

duced code, however, is insufficient for a synthesizable

SLDL construction due to the lack of structures and an-

alyzable communication interfaces [10]. Moreover, the

generated routines contain global functions and vari-

ables (see Figure 6a) that are undesirable for modular

embedded implementation. Additionally, the appropri-

ate port allocation and mapping for each block need to

be ensured for inter-behavior communication.

Thus, the Leaf Synthesizer employs a three-step ap-

proach to synthesize a leaf block depicted in Figure 4.

(1) Generating an empty SLDL behavior skeleton with

captured interfaces (Skeleton Generator); (2) Invoking

SEC to produce the application C code; (3) Integrat-

ing the C code into the behavior skeleton (Integrator).

These steps result in synthesizing a fully functional and

synthesizable SLDL leaf behavior for a given Simulink

atomic block.

4.1.1 Skeleton Generator

The Skeleton Generator outputs an empty SLDL be-

havior and prepares its interface connections for com-

munication analyzability. It identifies the block port

structures in Simulink and creates SLDL equivalents.
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>

>

Block

Out1

Out2

In1

In2

>

>

(a) Simulink Block

1 behavior Block (in float In1,
2 in float In2,
3 out float Out1,
4 out float Out2)
5 implements iSimBlk{
6 void init(){}
7 void term(){}
8 void main(){}
9 };

(b) SLDL Leaf Skeleton

Fig. 5: Atomic Unit in Simulink and SLDL

For this, it first analyzes the data type and access pat-

tern of ports of a Simulink block. It iterates through all

ports of a block to detect the data type, width as well

as direction through block and port parsing.

Simulink block ports have similar semantics to SLDL

behavior ports which allow simple mapping of the data

types and data width (see Section 3.2). A static map-

ping of Simulink standard data types to ANSI C data

types is predefined in a mapping lookup table. Simulink

only supports two directions: ”inport” and ”outport”,

which corresponds to ”in” and ”out” port directions in

SLDLs.

An illustrative example in Figure 5b shows the SLDL

skeleton capturing the Simulink block ports of Figure 5a.

The Skeleton Generator determines the Simulink port

type as ”float”. Incoming ports are established as In1

and In2 and outgoing ports are created as Out1 and

Out2. Inside the behavior, empty bodies of initialization

(init), termination (term) and main methods (main)

are created as place-holders to be filled later by the

Integrator.

In order for init and term to be triggered outside
of the behavioral hierarchy, each SLDL behavior im-

plements a standard interface iSimBlk. The interface

method init is called hierarchically through all behav-

iors in a top-down approach prior to all behaviors’ main

execution. Likewise, term is called upon model termina-

tion for all behaviors. The method main will later con-

tain the computation, inserted by the Integrator (see

Section 4.1.2), to be triggered during the model execu-

tion period.

4.1.2 Integrator

The Integrator inserts the computation extracted from

the SEC generated application code into the prepared

skeleton. To facilitate systematic code manipulation, we

transform the abstract syntax tree of Simulink blocks

into an Intermediate Representation (IR). For the work

in this paper, Algo2Spec uses the Syntax Independent

Representation (SIR) [13] as the IR7. In particular, the

Integrator involves three major tasks: (1) preprocessor,

(2) code insertion and localization and (3) port to vari-

able connections.

As Simulink has a different set of reserved keywords,

a number of SpecC reserved keywords may appear in

the generated application code. For instance, ”in”, ”out”

and ”range” are all reserved keywords in SpecC but can

be used unrestrictedly in Simulink for model names,

port names or embedded MATLAB functions. In or-

der to obtain the code in the legitimate SpecC syntax,

the Integrator replaces the SLDL reserved keywords in

the application code with extra suffixes at the textual

level. After the preprocessing, the model can be cleanly

parsed into IR.

The major step of the Integrator is to insert the

generated C code and localize the variables and pro-

cedures of the code into the SLDL leaf skeleton. The

unprocessed application code shown in Figure 6a con-

tains global user-defined types (line a:2-5) together with

global variables (line a:7-12). These variables are used

in global functions (line a:14-27). We omit the termi-

nation routine for brevity in this example as it shares

similar principles. As mentioned earlier, in order to ob-

tain a clean partitioning and synthesis design, an SLDL

specification requires all computation routines to be

contained in a behavior without referencing to global

structures. Hence, global types and variables need to

be localized.

Due to the type dependencies, the Integrator first

transforms the global user-defined type (i.e. struct in

line a:2-5) into a local user-defined type in the corre-

sponding behavior (line b:5-8). After the type localiza-

tion, the global variables (line a:7-12) that depend on

those particular user-defined types are then migrated

into the behavior scope (line b:9-13). They become the

instances of the localized data types. Similarly, the global

functions (line a:14-26) are relocated into the behavior

scope (line b:14-16). Following this order ensures that

the entire computation routines operate locally inside

the behavior. Block_step is re-scoped into the behav-

ior (line b:14) with the calling signature removed (light

gray) since all parameters are now visible in the same

scope. Likewise, Block_initialization is directly in-

serted into the function body of init in the behavior

(line b:16, light gray). As demonstrated in Figure 6b, all

types, variables and functions that were previously in

the global scope in the application C code are now local-

ized to the behavior scope in the SLDL behavior. Note

that the Integrator minimally affects the SEC generated

7 SIR is primarily the internal representation of the SpecC
SLDL, however producing SystemC have also been shown in
[54].
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1 ...
2 typedef struct {
3 real32_T var1;
4 ...
5 } D_Work_Block;
6

7 D_Work_Block block_DWork = { 42.0; ... };
8

9 real32_T Block_U_In1;
10 real32_T Block_U_In2;
11 real32_T Block_Y_Out1;
12 real32_T Block_Y_Out2;
13

14 void Block_initialize(D_Work_Block *block_DWork,
15 real32_T *Block_U_In1,
16 real32_T *Block_U_In2,
17 real32_T *Block_Y_Out1,
18 real32_T *Block_Y_Out2)
19 { ... }
20

21 void Block_step(D_Work_Block *block_DWork,
22 real32_T Block_U_In1,
23 real32_T Block_U_In2,
24 real32_T *Block_Y_Out1,
25 real32_T *Block_Y_Out2)
26 { ... }
27 ...

(a) SEC Generated Code for Single Block

1 ...
2 behavior Block(in float In1, in float In2,
3 out float Out1, out float Out2)
4 implements iSimBlk{
5 typedef struct {
6 float var1;
7 ...
8 } D_Work_Block;
9 D_Work_Block block_DWork = { 42.0; ... };

10 float Block_U_In1;
11 float Block_U_In2;
12 float Block_Y_Out1;
13 float Block_Y_Out2;

14 void Block_step () {...}

15 void init(){
16 ...

17 }
18 void main(){

19 Block U In1 = In1;

20 Block U In2 = In2;

21 Block_step();

22 Out1 = Block Y Out1;

23 Out2 = Block Y Out2;

24 }
25 };

(b) Single Behavior Example in SpecC

Fig. 6: Leaf Synthesis Example

computation code as the internal data structure is not

altered during the insertion and localization. The in-

tertwined global data structures and procedures in the

generated application C code are carefully eliminated.

Although the computation routines are in place,

variables used inside the behavior need to be connected

to the proper ports of the behavior’s interface. This

leads to the last step in the leaf synthesis, the port to

variable connections.

SpecC does not allow any write access to an ”in”

port, and no read access to an ”out” port. SEC gener-

ated code, however, does not enforce such strict seman-

tics. To decouple the port and variable access, Algo2Spec

opts for different ports and internal variables by insert-

ing assignment statements at the appropriate location

in the behavior to accessing ports. Meanwhile, the orig-

inal signal names are maintained to ease understanding

and debugging.

To connect the ports of a behavior to the corre-

sponding internal variables, the Integrator examines vari-

ables across the step function and behavior ports to

determine the access pattern upon data directions (in-

/out). It injects assignment statements before the step

invocation to connect the input ports to the internal

variables for passing in data. Similarly, new statements

are inserted underneath the step function to connect the

variables holding the results to outgoing ports. Shown

as orange boxes in Figure 6, the local variables Block_U_In1,

Block_U_In2, Block_Y_Out1, and Block_Y_Out2 were

the previous global variables (line a:9-12) that carried

in and out external data of the step function. In the

SLDL, they are simply connected to In1, In2, Out1,

and Out2 respectively.

By making such connections, Algo2Spec strictly sep-

arates the communication from computation. The block

execution follows a sequence of communication (i.e. as-

signment from inport), computation (i.e. Block_step())

and communication (i.e. assignment to outport). This

fully emulates the Simulink block execution semantics

and more importantly, allows constructing a clean block

behavior for HW/SW partitioning in later exploration

phases.

As a result, Leaf Synthesizer integrates the gener-

ated code into an SLDL behavior skeleton and produces

a valid and synthesizable leaf behavior. The process re-

cursively iterates through the entire model tree to syn-

thesize each encountered leaf block to behavior. Further

scheduling and connection of behaviors are addressed in

generating hierarchical behaviors.

4.2 Hierarchy Synthesizer

To address the Simulink subsystem blocks and preserve

the structural semantics of the model, the Hierarchy

Synthesizer involves four tasks:

1. Composing the communication ports of a hierarchi-

cal behavior
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2. Signal synthesis within a hierarchical behavior

3. Child behavior instantiation

4. Child behavior scheduling

The first task is accomplished by re-reusing the skeleton

generation procedure of the Leaf Synthesizer to obtain

communication ports of a hierarchical behavior. The

other tasks are processed step-wise in different mod-

ules as shown in Figure 4. To give an intuitive example

of hierarchy synthesis, Figure 7a shows a Simulink ex-

ample. The corresponding synthesized SLDL model is

shown in Figure 7b. In this example, all hierarchical el-

ements are preserved, and all original ports with data

type and port directions are maintained for each be-

havior. Nevertheless, some extra blocks, inserted by the

Signal Synthesizer, are necessary for the SLDL commu-

nication composition, and these blocks are labeled with

the prefix TE (darker color boxes).

4.2.1 Signal Synthesizer

Simulink signals must be synthesized into SLDL com-

munication primitives to route traffic between SLDL

behaviors. However, the SEC only generates code for in-

dividual blocks, not dealing with communication across

blocks. For instance, the code snippet in Figure 6 only

contains signal type and width. Therefore, the Signal

Synthesizer realizes communication across sub-behaviors

in a hierarchical behavior.

Simulink is a software-oriented approach with the

semantics defining that every point of a signal holds

the same value at each time step. SLDL, however, does

not endorse such a liberal definition. Instead, it requires

that port mapping and signal routing must be explicitly

addressed for exploration and implementation require-

ments. Thus, the semantic differences exist between

Simulink and SLDL in the case of signal connections. As

Simulink does not enforce data directions, signal splits

are permissible across block boundaries and data direc-

tions. An example is signal e in Figure 7a. It connects

A6 with both out2 as well as A7. Such connection can-

not be replicated in SLDL since Out requires an output

port in SLDL on A5 which then could not be read by

A7. This requires a semantic preserving translation.

The signal routing principles of Simulink models

can be categorized into block-driving and port-driving.

Block-driving is defined as the source of the signal is a

block, whereas port-driving is defined as the source of

the signal is a port. With this classification, 9 combina-

tions can be derived as listed in Table 1. For example,

the signal a in Figure 7a belongs to block to multiple

blocks as block A propagates the signal a to block A2

and A5 simultaneously. Table 1 summarizes the signal

topology categorization of Figure 7a.

Table 1: Signal Topology Categories

Topology Type Label in Figure 7 TE Block

block to block c No
block to multiple blocks a No

block to port f No
block to multiple ports g Yes
block to blocks + ports e Yes

port to block b.branch No
port to multiple blocks b No

port to port d.branch Yes
port to multiple ports d.branch Yes
port to blocks + ports d Yes

For brevity, some topology categories are shown in

the Figure 7a as a branch of a signal. An example is

port to block can be viewed as the branch of the signal

b connecting In1 to A3 or A4. SLDL supports most sig-

nal routing with communication primitives. However,

for block to multiple ports, block to blocks + ports and

other three categories, Transition Elements (TE) are

introduced to maintain SLDL signal semantic correct-

ness. To illustrate, the signal e cannot be presented

identically in SLDL because it is synthesized to a shared

variable between A6 and A7 and thus cannot be con-

nected to out2. To resolve this, TE_e is inserted in the

SLDL model to facilitate the SLDL routing semantics.

Plotted in Figure 7b, similar principles apply to TE_d

and TE_g.

These topology categories serve as rule-based refer-

ences for resolving signal intricacies during signal syn-

thesis. Inserting extra structural elements does not in-

crease the performance overhead, as during the back-

end synthesis process, optimization tools in the com-

piler [58] will inline these blocks as they merely serve

as a routing redirection without computation.

A source code example of hierarchy synthesis is given

in Figure 8. Line 19 shows that the signal a in Fig-

ure 7 is instantiated in SLDL Figure 7b. The width

and data type in ANSI C of the signal is analyzed and

realized by the Signal Synthesizer. Shared variables are

used in the current implementation. Channels will be

deployed to exploit the parallelism of multi-rate sys-

tems in the future. After the signals are synthesized

into SLDL primitives, they need to be connected to

child behaviors within a hierarchical behavior.

4.2.2 Child Instantiation

The instantiated signal is used to connect interfaces

among child behaviors in a composite behavior. Two

different connections exist in Hierarchical Synthesizer :

port-to-port or signal-to-port.
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(b) SLDL Model Example

Fig. 7: Hierarchy Synthesis Example: Diagrams

1 ...
2 behavior A2 (in float In1) implements iSimBlk

{
3 A3 A3_0(In1); /*Child Instantiation*/
4 A4 A4_0(In1);
5 void init(){
6 A3_0.init();
7 A4_0.init();
8 }
9 void main(){ /*Scheduling*/

10 par{
11 A3_0;
12 A4_0;
13 }
14 }
15 };
16 ...
17 behavior Top implements iSimBlk{
18

19 float a[42]; /*Signal Instantiation*/
20 ...
21 A1 A1_0(a); /*Child Instantiation*/
22 A5 A5_0(a);
23 ...
24 void init(){
25 A1_0.init();
26 A2_0.init();
27 ... }
28 void main(){ /*Scheduling*/
29 A1_0;
30 A2_0;
31 ... }
32 };

Fig. 8: Hierarchy Synthesis Example: SLDL Source

Code

Port-to-port indicates that the external ports of the

parent behavior are to be directly connected to the child

behavior ports. Figure 8 shows a code snippet of the

SLDL code for behavior A2 and Top - the top level block

in Simulink, corresponding to the model visualized in

Figure 7b. For the example of port-to-port connections,

the inports of A3 and A4 in A2 are directly connected to

their parent’s inport (Line 3 and 4). For signal-to-port,

the instantiated signal must be connected between a

behavior that writes to the signal (producer) and other

behaviors that read from it (consumer). Therefore, a di-

rection analysis of port mapping of each child behaviors

is conducted. The Hierarchy Synthesizer connects the

signal between them accordingly. For example, Line 19

shows the instantiated signal as a shared variable array.

Line 21 and 22 express that instantiated child behav-

iors, A1 and A5, with signal a connecting to both as A1

is the provider and A5 is the consumer of the signal (see

Figure 7).

When child behaviors are instantiated with valid

connections, multiple scheduling options exist. Differ-

ent scheduling policies may vary in performance.

4.2.3 Scheduling

If a hierarchical block contains more than one child, the

Hierarchy Synthesizer needs to select a scheduling pol-

icy to schedule the hierarchical block’s children. As the

simulation semantic of Simulink defines all blocks to be

executed sequentially based on data dependency, the

Hierarchy Synthesizer can employ an identical schedul-

ing policy to sequentially execute generated behaviors

in the specification. As an example, the behaviors in

Figure 7 are executed in the order of A1, A2, A3 (or A4),

A4 (or A3) and etc. We denote this policy as faithful

scheduling.

In addition, by bringing Simulink models into System-

Level domain, Algo2Spec opens opportunities to im-

prove the performance of the deployed Simulink model

with different scheduling options. Algo2Spec leverages

the native expressiveness of parallelism of an SLDL

such as SpecC to capture and expose block level paral-

lelism in the generated specifications. SpecC supports a

behavioral hierarchy where each hierarchical behavior

contains children that execute: sequentially, in parallel
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(using the par statement), in a pipeline fashion (indi-

cated by a pipe statement) or controlled by a finite state

machine (dedicated fsm statement). Please see [25] for

more details on the language primitives. With this, the

SpecC semantics allow to explicitly capture the behav-

ioral hierarchy (execution dependency) at a behavior

level. This is suitable for capturing the parallelism in-

herent in the Simulink models, which contains task-level

parallelism.

Hence, Algo2Spec opens future research opportuni-

ties to extract and exploit hidden parallelism of Simulink

models. Examples include pipelined execution or loop

tiling. The analysis tools available at the system level,

and Algo2Spec’s automatic translation can help signif-

icantly in identifying bottlenecks and guide the user to

update the input model. Automatic extraction of paral-

lelism, however, is non-trivial as it involves detailed de-

pendency analysis (also over time and across split/joint

blocks), and model transformations (e.g. inserting de-

lay blocks to allow for asynchronous processing), which

have to be shown as semantic preserving. For the pur-

pose of this work, we mainly focus on faithful scheduling

(sequential based on dependency) with an initial detec-

tion of parallel structures.

The Algo2Spec implementation thus allows a mixed

scheduling policy. That is, behaviors in the generated

SLDL can run with different scheduling directives (be-

havioral hierarchy). Mainly, SLDL behaviors are gener-

ated to follow the faithful scheduling. Additionally, the

Hierarchy Synthesizer employs automated routines to

identify structural independent blocks in the Simulink

model using topological sort. For example, the model

in Figure 7b includes a split structure between A3 and

A4. They have no dependency to each other and can
be scheduled in parallel in the SLDL specification as

shown textually in line 10-13 in Figure 8. Meanwhile,

Algo2Spec also offers flexibility for the designer to man-

ually expose more parallelism. For this, the designer can

annotate a Simulink hierarchical block with a desired

scheduling composition (sequential, parallel, fsm)8. When

overwriting the behavioral hierarchy (scheduling deci-

sions), the designer is responsible to maintain func-

tional integrity of the model.

4.3 Granularity Discussion

Algo2Spec introduces a new control variable in the syn-

thesis process. It allows to obtain specifications with

the same functionality, yet differ in their number of

blocks (and consequently differ in block ”size”). This

8 Algo2Spec currently does not support pipelined execu-
tion.

is the benefit of levering the model transformation con-

cept offered by the Simulink Embedded Coder (SEC),

together with the Algo2Spec synthesis infrastructure.

Granularity indicates how many Simulink algorith-

mic blocks are retained in the generated specification.

Simulink blocks vary greatly in their amount of com-

putation. A block may contain as little as a single op-

eration (primitive functional blocks) or a complete al-

gorithm (S-Function or MATLAB function). An im-

portant decision within the synthesis process is how

much of the Simulink model hierarchy (i.e. granular-

ity) should be kept in the SLDL specification. For ex-

ample, it is not meaningful to expose single operations

as individual SLDL behaviors. A single operation has

too little computation. Consequently it is not meaning-

ful do distinctly manage and explore individual opera-

tions. This would make a later design space exploration

overwhelmingly complex. Instead, it is more beneficial

to operate on fewer blocks that each encompasses more

computation. Hence, a higher hierarchy level must be

found to contain fewer blocks with meaningful amount

of computation that each then is treated as a leaf.

The designer specifies the granularity in form of hi-

erarchical depth (maxDepth). It indicates how many

levels of the Simulink model’s hierarchy are exposed in

the SLDL specification. For example, a maxDepth = 3

will retain the top three hierarchy levels of the Simulink

model (the root, its sub-blocks, and the sub-blocks’

sub-blocks) in the generated SLDL specification. When

Algo2Spec reaches the maximum defined depth with

a hierarchical block, it will still trigger a leaf genera-

tion. Then, Simulink Embedded Coder (SEC) performs
block fusion and a single SLDL leaf block will be gen-

erated that encompasses all contained Simulink blocks.

One extreme in selecting granularity is maxDepth =

∞. This will yield the original (i.e. finest) granularity

with a 1-to-1 mapping between Simulink blocks and

SpecC behaviors. This would miss the opportunity of

block fusion as all blocks are generated separately and

may cause unnecessary communication overhead in the

SLDL. This in turn may downgrade simulation per-

formance without offering meaningful mapping alter-

natives. The other extreme in selecting granularity is

maxDepth = 1. This will generate a single ”big” leaf.

This coarsest-grained choice collapses all hierarchy, which

in turn eliminates the possibility of heterogeneous ex-

plorations. To provide additional flexibility over hierar-

chy depth-based granularity (maxDepth), the designer

can also annotate individual blocks in the Simulink

model to overwrite the hierarchical depth rule. This al-

lows to either treat blocks as leaf although maxDepth is

not reached, or expand children even though maxDepth
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is reached. The granularity decision is an input to Algo2Spec

synthesis process (see Figure 4).

Good metrics for guiding the designer in granular-

ity selection are computation demand and communi-

cation demand. Communication demand refers to the

number of bytes transmitted by a given block (inde-

pendent of the time it took to transfer). Computation

demand refers to the amount of computation performed

(independent of how fast a particular target would be

able to execute the computation). Note, by focusing on

demand instead of computation/communication time,

the metrics become target independent. Both demands

can be estimated by profiling tools. Algo2Spec employs

SCPROF [5] as a profiling tool. It estimates the com-

putation demand as C-level operations.

Given the computation and communication demands,

the designer can select a suitable granularity for the en-

visioned target platform. Strictly using the hierarchical

depth (maxDepth) may not be ideal. Even blocks in the

top-level hierarchy may not have a high computation

demand. It is more suitable to customize the hierar-

chy based granularity selection with annotations onto

individual Simulink blocks. A computationally heavy

hierarchical block can be annotated so that its children

remain individual blocks in the generated specification.

This enables scheduling freedom as they can be poten-

tially mapped to different Processing Elements (PE)

with meaningful computation at a later stage.

For the scope of this paper, we focus on designer

determined granularity and emphasize on how the new

design flow can leverage tools across domains (applying

System-Level tools to Simulink models), how it guides

the designer to rapidly iterate through design cycles to

investigate specifications with different granularity. The

next section, as one aspect, evaluates the granularity

impact illustrating multiple iterations of identifying a

proper granularity for an MJPEG Encoder model.

5 Experimental Results

This section first demonstrates the benefits of early es-

timation and exploration of Algo2Spec enabled flow us-

ing an MJPEG encoder example. By closely examin-

ing the MJPEG example, we show how designers can

leverage the early estimation tool-chains available at

the system-level to evaluate Simulink models, which in

result leads to a suitable choice of granularity decision.

Afterwards, we evaluate the performance and scalabil-

ity by generalizing the observation on a series industrial

strength benchmarks: MJPEG encoder, MJPEG codec,

Corner Detection, H.264 codec [56], LTE PHY Down-

link [27], and H-20 Vehicle controller [43]. The examples

span multiple domains from multimedia applications,
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Fig. 9: MJPEG Encoder Structural Hierarchy

via communication domains to control systems, and as

well as show a wide range in size from modest 57 to

more than 5000 blocks. The diversity of benchmarks

highlights the flexibility and scalability of Algo2Spec.

As a further outlook, the discussion in Section 6 looks

at the overall impact. It illustrates the overall created

design flow and shows that a suitable granularity of

the synthesized specification can leverage the power of

hardware/software co-design enabled by the flow.

5.1 MJPEG Encoder Synthesis Example

MJPEG [24] is a standardized video format in which

each frame is compressed as a JPEG image separately.

It is commonly used in video capturing applications and

has high computation demands.

A partial view of the MJPEG model is shown in Fig-

ure 9a. The model consists of 140 blocks, 28 S-functions,

and 35 subsystems. The model contains blocks with up

to 8 levels in depth (we will later simply refer to as

depth). For our experiments, the main design encodes

a 910-frame QVGA (320x240) video stream at 15 FPS.

This demands an encoding time of less than 60.66 sec-

onds in total.

Figure 9b views the structural hierarchy of the cor-

responding SLDL specification with granularity of depth

5 synthesized by Algo2Spec. For brevity, behaviors are

arranged for better visualization and the details of blocks,

signals and ports are omitted.

The specification retains the original model commu-

nication ports and hierarchy. Algo2Spec is capable of

exploiting task-level parallelism. For instance, Tran1,

Tran2 and Tran2 are scheduled in parallel as they are

structurally concurrent in the algorithm model.
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Fig. 10: Computation Profiling of MJPEG Encoder Design

5.1.1 Early Estimations and Evaluations

The DSE phase enables designers to explore architec-

ture alternatives and specification combinations (e.g.

through behavior-to-PE mapping). The complexity of

finding a suitable solution can be significantly reduced

once the amount of blocks in the input specification is

relatively small. Otherwise, the effort for DSE grows ex-

ponentially due to the sheer number of available blocks

and mapping combinations.

Being able to generating specification automatically,

Algo2Spec offers new opportunities to reduce the DSE

complexity by limiting the number of blocks being syn-

thesized in the specification (see Section 4.3). Hence,

identifying a model granularity (i.e. number of blocks)

to be synthesized, while meeting the system constraints

such as timing or area, is a new design aspect in the

algorithm-architecture co-design methodology. The joint

design flow, with feedbacks at multiple abstractions, en-

ables designers to rapidly analyze design decisions to

converge to an efficient granularity for underlying ar-

chitecture choices.

Early estimation feedbacks are instrumental for de-

signers to evaluate the model with different granular-

ity based on computation and communication demands.

Blocks generated in different granularity decisions hold

different demands affecting DSE decisions. Currently,

there is no target independent measurement of the de-

mand characteristics (i.e. computation/communication)

of Simulink blocks. Algo2Spec brings system-level per-

formance estimations to early Simulink designs. The

estimations are profiler-based, providing fast, platform-

independent, and re-targetable evaluation, which can

assess the model complexity with fidelity.

The specification is profiled with SCPROF [6] (part

of the SCE environment) to determine computation

and communication demands. Computation demands

express the number of C-level operations executed in

each leaf behavior. Communication demands show the

total number of bytes in a leaf behavior including in-

coming and outgoing traffic. Note that the gathered

demands at this point are independent of actual target

selection and mapping (as they are yet defined). In-

stead, they are an indication of the complexity, but not

necessarily the execution time, which may change de-

pending on the execution target. To give one example of

the diversity of the profiling capability, Figure 10 illus-

trates the computation profile of the MJPEG encoder

design.

Figure 10 gives a detailed composition of the compu-

tation of the model at C operation level. The profiling

results indicate that the MJPEG encoder mainly con-

sists of Int ALU (71.3%), in which 67.5% is Int Arith

that has 73.5% p++ int operations. Such a detailed

profiling results can significantly enhance the designer’s

understanding of model characteristics. This can aid in

model optimizations and/or selection of suitable under-

lying architectures.

The early estimation analysis of both computation

and communication of the MJPEG encoder is shown

in Figure 11. Several design iterations are performed

in order to select the proper model exploration gran-

ularity. As an initial step, the designer starts with a

granularity setting maxDepth = ∞ to capture the en-

tire Simulink model hierarchy including all 140 blocks.

Figure 11a depicts that all blocks in the specification

scattered in computation (x axis) and communication

(y axis) with density centered in light computation (me-

dian ≤ 1K). This shows that the specification contains

83% of blocks that do not offer meaningful computa-

tion load (i.e. ≤ 1K), yet only incur extra traffic over-

head. The total accumulative computation demands of

the model with 140 blocks is 83.8M (ops). Furthermore,

140 blocks overwhelmingly burdens the DSE due to too

many mapping alternatives. Thus, such high DSE com-

plexity is cost prohibitive for identifying a proper plat-

form and should be avoided.

With a controllable granularity parameter (by set-

ting maxDepth value), designers can synthesize a new

specification with fewer blocks, which substantially re-

duce the DSE effort. The coarsest extreme is maxDepth =

1, where only the root block (Encoder_DUT) is synthe-

sized capturing all functionality of the model. The re-

sult is shown in Figure 11b. The coarsest extreme allows
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for the most optimization potential within Simulink

Embedded Coder when fusing blocks together. It yields

10% performance speed-up with a total computation

demands of 75.2M (ops). While having a single block

reduces the total computation demand, it drastically

limits mapping flexibility. In essence, only mapping to

a processor will be feasible.

In order to increase mapping flexibility by exposing

more blocks, the designer, therefore, experiments with

maxDepth = 3 to expose two more hierarchy levels

below the root block (Encoder_DUT). Figure 11c shows

the performance estimation of such specification.

While this granularity of fixed depth increases map-

ping flexibility, it causes many trivial blocks to appear

in the specification. The model contains many blocks

with little computations. 95% of blocks contains less

than 1M operations, and 50% of blocks are less than

10K operations. Those blocks minimally contribute to

the total computation, such as InProc, OutProc and

simple logic blocks, which are not good candidates for

mapping.

Computationally intensive blocks are suitable for

mapping, and can be further decomposed if possible.

The estimation result of Figure 11c guides the designer

to choose a customized granularity setting by manual

annotating computationally heavy blocks, while leav-

ing trivial blocks unaltered. With the heavey block as

an indication to split, the designer annotates SubBlk

(more than 105 ops) to be further decomposed into sub-

blocks. Meanwhile, it is important not to alter other

computationally non-demanding blocks, which other-

wise would increase DSE complexity and extra commu-

nication overheads. Therefore, the designer can perform

a customized depth synthesis of the model (i.e., selec-

tively increasing granularity) in the final design itera-

tion where blocks are decomposed unevenly depending

on their computation demands. For instance, SubBlk is

explored to a deeper level while other blocks at the same

depth (e.g. PreProc and MatCon) are left untouched.

The demand analysis of the final iteration with var-

ied depths is presented in Figure 11d. Noticeably, the

number of blocks is reduced to 13, and the median is

shifted to around 1M (ops). This shows such granu-

larity options have effectively limited the generation of

small/trivial blocks. The total computation demand is

76.3M (ops) in this specification.

At the same time, the final iteration exposes struc-

tural parallelism as Tran1, Tran2 and Tran3 have no

dependency over each other. As shown in the early esti-

mation (Figure 11d), Tran1 has significant computation

(20M ops) and mild communication (140KB), making

it a candidate for concurrent execution.

The designer can perform the iteration process at ar-

bitrary depth of the model until the model exploration

produces a specification matching the underlying het-

erogeneous platform. The next section illustrates the

execution results of these explorations of the MJPEG

encoder example.

5.2 Scalability and Performance Evaluation

To measure the automation benefits of Algo2Spec, we

generate system-level specifications of all benchmarks:

MJPEG encoder, MJPEG codec, Corner Detection, H.264

codec, LTE PHY Downlink, and H-20 Vehicle controller.

These models stem from Simulink example library, ex-

hibiting medium to high complexity in terms of blocks

(57-5700 blocks).

To prune off unwanted computationally insignificant

blocks and to obtain a specification with DSE mean-

ingful blocks, the designer leverages the aforementioned

granularity navigation flow (described in Section 5.1.1).

Table 2 summarizes the number of blocks in these input

models, and the number of synthesized SpecC behav-

iors in the final specification after granularity tuning.

The generated specification contain between 32 to 120

behaviors in these benchmark applications. For the fi-

nal specifications in each application, we measured the

Lines of Code (LOC) of the SEC generated applica-

tion C code (LOC of C), together with the total LOC

of the synthesized specification (LOC of SpecC). The

table also shows the synthesis time averaged over the

total design iterations running on a CentOS 6.5 x86

Linux desktop of Intel i5 (Sandy Bridge), quad-core at

2.8GHz and 4GB memory.

To facilitate the development speed-up discussion,

we consider the LOC that a designer would need to

manually modify when transitioning from Simulink to

SpecC. For this, we only count the changed lines be-

tween SEC generated code and SpecC specifications

as SEC generates the application C code automati-

cally. Furthermore, changing granularity level requires

to manually compose design hierarchy and scheduling.

In Table 2, only the LOC of the final design iteration in

each example exploration is listed. However, as multiple

iterations are necessary to determine the eventual spec-

ification granularity, the benefit of automatic synthesis

multiplies throughout the total explorations. To nor-

malize across the differently sized applications and as

an application independent indicator, the last column

of Table 2 indicates the average results per generated

block across the investigated applications.

To estimate the manual development time, we use

development performance reported in previously pub-

lished works [57,31,7]. They reported 15 lines of correct
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(b) Coarsest Granularity: 1 blocks
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Fig. 11: Early Estimation MJPEG Encoder in Multiple Granularity

Table 2: Design Characteristic and Development Speed-up

Properties Corner MJPEG MJPEG H.264 LTE PHY HL-20 Per
Detection Encoder CODEC CODEC Downlink Vehicle block

Simulink Blocks 57 140 315 1237 3102 5733 1
SpecC Behaviors 32 65 71 89 120 45 1

LOC of C 1.5K 7K 8K 14.3K 52.3K 39.2K 289 (avg)
LOC of SpecC 1.8K 8K 9.3K 15.6K 54.1K 43.6K 313 (avg)
Changed LOC 0.7K 3.1K 3.3K 9.3K 8.6K 7.8K 77 (avg)

Estimated Manual Time 46 hrs 206 hrs 220 hrs 620 hrs 573 hrs 520 hrs 5.18 hrs
Avg. SEC Time 120.5s 178.1s 196.6s 316.1s 813.5s 277.8s 4.5s

Avg. SEC Time Per Block 3.76s 2.74s 2.76s 3.55s 6.77s 6.17s -
Avg. Algo2Spec Time 2.02s 3.04s 3.27s 4.6s 5.9s 3.3s 52ms

Avg. Algo2Spec Time Per Block 63ms 46ms 46ms 51ms 49ms 73ms -
Avg. Synthesis Time 122.52s 181.14s 199.87s 320.7s 819.4s 281.1s 4.56s

Avg. CPU Usage [%] 92.3 90.9 91.1 89.7 89.9 91.1 -

Avg. Memory Usage [%] 9.5 9.4 9.4 9.4 9.3 9.4 -

Speed-up over Manual Effort 1351 4094 3962 6959 2518 6659 4089

code per hour [57], 3-30 LOC/hour (from concurrent to

serial programming [31]), and 14-20 LOC/hour (statis-

tics from software projects [7]). For the purpose of this

article, we assume 15 LOC/hour to approximate the

manual development time.

To obtain the SLDL specification, 0.7K to 9.3K lines

needed to be changed manually from the SEC generated

code (see Table 2). This translates to 46 to 620 hours of

coding effort. Conversely, using Algo2Spec this process

only takes between 123 to 819.4 seconds depending on

the number of blocks and their complexity (e.g. complex

kernel blocks or simple operations).

The synthesis time and development time speed-up

is plotted in Figure 12. To compare across examples,

the synthesis time is normalized over number of blocks

in each application. Each of the 6 benchmarks include

Algo2Spec time (in orange), SEC time (in blue), and

the speed-up over manual effort (in green). Both time

is plotted against the Y axis on the left and the speed-

up factor is against the Y axis on the right. Note that

the sum of Algo2Spec time and SEC time is the total

synthesis time for a benchmark. The runtime of the

SEC code generation (2.74s to 6.77s) is dominating the

total synthesis time, while the runtime of Algo2Spec is

orders of magnitude faster (46ms-73ms).

Based on the estimated manual coding time and

the measured tool running time, Algo2Spec synthesizes

the system-level specification ranging from 1351 to 6959
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Fig. 12: Synthesis Time and Development Time Speed-

up

times faster for each evaluated application, respectively.

In general, the gain is higher for models that contain

more blocks. Overall, Algo2Spec yields three orders of

magnitude speedup in productivity over manual re-authoring

the specification.

We consider the average LOC to be changed to wrap

the SEC generated code of a single Simulink block into

SpecC. Shown in the last column of Table 2, on av-

erage 77 lines (Changed LOC) need to be altered for

one block. This translates to an estimated 5.18 hours

of manual development. In comparison, Algo2Spec syn-

thesizes a block in 4.56s on average including 4.5s for

SEC and 52ms for Algo2Spec itself. We acknowledge

the difficulty of quantifying development productivity

gain as it involves manual work depending on factors

such as designer’s experience, tools and familiarity to

the design [10]. However, as the automatic synthesis by

Algo2Spec takes a few milliseconds for each block versus

hours in manual transformation, the productivity gain

would not be affected significantly even by more precise

measured manual time or experienced designers.

The complexity of Simulink blocks significantly in-

fluences the SEC time while the Algo2Spec time remains

constant throughout all applications. For the bench-

mark LTE PHY Downlink, the complex channel es-

timation blocks increase the SEC time (813.5s) while

the Algo2Spec time is minimally impacted. The aver-

age CPU usage for all applications is about 90% using

a single core on our quad-core machine. This is because

MATLAB/Simulink has a single thread code-gen infras-

tructure, upon which SEC is built. The memory usage

for all applications is constant (about 9%). The mem-

ory consumption is mainly due to Simulink shared li-

braries including Simulink core and toolboxes. Overall,

the Algo2Spec tool-chain linearly scales with the size of

the benchmarks. Depending on the number of blocks

to be synthesized, the total time is a linear factor to a

single block synthesis time (about 4.5s per block).

6 Discussion

This section discusses the co-design flow enabled by

Algo2Spec and highlights an exploration analysis on the

MJPEG encoder to illustrate the co-design power of the

new flow. This paves the way for future research on us-

ing Algo2Spec to discovery more optimization opportu-

nities during specification synthesis.

6.1 Algorithm/Architecture Co-Design Flow

By connecting Algorithm-Level Design and System-Level

Design, Algo2Spec creates a new algorithm/architecture

co-design flow. This section briefly summarizes the flow

with illustrations of how Algo2Spec can assist current

design process.

Following top-down design methodologies [21,48] in

modeling complex systems, the algorithm/architecture

co-design flow also is embodied in a top-down approach

expanding current system-level design methodologies to

reach algorithm modeling context.

Figure 13 conceptually highlights the flow with added

features such as multi-stage simulation and decisions.

The pink annotated boxes and lines are novel contri-

butions from our work, whereas black denotes existing

components from Simulink or SCE. The dashed lines

represent iterative improvement opportunities at vari-

ous stages.

The flow starts with the designer modeling the algo-

rithms in Simulink utilizing predefined primitives from

a database or repository. For instance, the designer can

experiment with various parameter settings to gain the

desired detection accuracy in a vision algorithm. The

focus at this stage is numerical and behavioral correct-

ness, as well as design quality. Through immediate feed-

back (flow 1 in Figure 13), the designer is prompted to

improve on algorithm details. As an example, a Simulink

model is given on the left side in Figure 13.

Once the model is ready for system-level exploration,

Algo2Spec performs the specification synthesis to pro-

duce the SLDL specification. During the synthesis, mul-

tiple decisions arise, such as granularity selection, block

scheduling and the exposed parallelism. These decisions

impact the suitability of mapping computation to dif-

ferent processing element classes. For example, map-

ping to custom hardware requires finer grained paral-

lelism than mapping to a processor. Automating the

generation of the system-level specification offers tremen-

dous opportunities for optimization across layers and

abstraction levels. This builds the foundation for opti-

mizing specification synthesis using our framework.

After the specification is produced, the designer can

inspect the results and, if necessary, reconfigure the
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Fig. 13: Algorithm/Architecture Co-Design Flow

Algo2Spec parameters such as granularity or schedul-

ing (flow 2) or update the model from the top level

(flow 3). In the middle left of Figure 13, the synthe-

sized SpecC specification with the original granularity

and the mixed scheduling is shown.

The specification enables the designer to proceed

with system-level DSE, such as allocating PEs (e.g.

processors, custom hardware components, or GPUs),

selecting communication systems and memories, defin-

ing mapping of the computation to PEs, and system-

level scheduling policies. The automatic specification

refinement then actualizes these decisions in generating

Virtual Platforms (VPs) at the level of TLM. The gen-

erated TLM is shown on the bottom left of the figure.

With a CPU and a hardware (HW), the designer maps

A1 and A2 (with A3 and A4) to the CPU while allocating

the rest to HW.

Empowered by TLM, the designer can assess the

overall performance, power and cost with fast yet accu-

rate results. These results can direct different choices on

DSE alternatives, such as architecture selection, com-

putation allocation or different operating system schedul-

ing choices, shown as flow 4 in the figure.

In addition to these DSE choices, the TLM per-

formance analysis can also drive new algorithm level

decisions (flow 5 and 6). We have previously observed

that there is often a need to change parallelism gran-

ularity and type depending on where algorithms are

mapped to. Moreover, it is of critical importance to

have platform-specific algorithm tuning such as con-

verting from floating to fixed point computation or re-

ducing memory bandwidth of a vision algorithm through

the parameter compression. Again, by automating the

path from algorithm to specification, these steps can be

easily taken to ultimately yield more overall optimized

designs on a given platform.

After completing both algorithm and system-level

optimization and identifying a suitable algorithm/ar-

chitecture combination, the generated VP serves as in-

put to the back-end synthesis. The back-end synthesis

produces implementations for custom hardware (through

high-level synthesis), software (through software syn-

thesis), and the glue interfaces in between.

6.2 Design Space Exploration via Virtual Platforms

To demonstrate the benefits of DSE enabled by the

combined flow, this section reports the performance

of the target platform as measured from the gener-

ated TLM. The timed TLM exposes PE mapping and

scheduling on each PE, communication and synchro-

nization across multiple PEs, and bus communication

at the transaction level.

For simplicity, we limit our target architecture to

a three PE template with one CPU: ARM7TDMI and
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two customized hardware (HWs), connected through an

AMBA AHB bus. Figure 14 highlights the architecture

template with illustrative mapping allocations. Our ex-

plorations over the platform are listed in Table 3. Expl1

is a pure software solution for comparison in which all

elements are mapped on the CPU. Expl2 is correspond-

ing to the initial iteration discussed previously in Sec-

tion 5.1.1 where only BlkProc can be mapped. Expl3

to Expl4 map the specification used in the intermedi-

ate iteration to several combinations of CPU and one

HW. Likewise, the specification generated in the final

iteration with customized granularity is used in Expl5

to Expl8 experimenting on all three PEs.

With the coarsest granularity, Expl1 can only use

a single PE (CPU) as a target mapping. The execu-

tion time of 81.2s is far beyond the real-time require-

ment of 60.66s. The finer granularity of the specifica-

tion from Expl2 to Expl4 allows more mapping flexibil-

ity. By mapping the computational heavy blocks, such

as BlkProc, SubBlk or Chroma, onto HW1, it achieves

better results up to 62.7s. Although it yields a nearly

25% speedup by combining hardware components on

the platform, it still cannot meet the requirement of

60.66s.

The explorations based on the final iteration utilize

the further decomposed blocks to seek the satisfactory

performance. It also exposes the parallelism between

Tran1 and Tran2 and Tran3. Splitting these behaviors

enables more mapping opportunities. Expl5, Expl6 and

Expl7 all satisfy the real-time requirement with runtime

of 39.0s, 59.8s, and 58.7s, respectively. Nevertheless,

mapping Tran2 to another HW (HW2) (Expl6-8) does

not boost the performance meaningfully due to fairly

large communication overhead. Although HW2 is load

balanced in Expl8 by executing Mot, the overall per-

formance does not increase much due to the additional

traffic (420KB) between PEs. Subsequently, Expl8 fails

to meet the deadline.

Expl5 achieves the best performance (39.0s) while

others only yield a limited performance improvement

over the pure software solution by Expl1. By splitting

the two computational heavy blocks PreProc and Mot

between CPU and HW1 without much traffic overhead,

Expl5 keeps Tran1 (on HW1) running in parallel to

Tran2 and Tran3 (on CPU). Moreover, it requires only

ARM7TDMI

IRQ
FIQ

AMBA AHB

PIC Cust. HW1

INT0

INT31
...

Cust. HW1

BMP IN

5
0

M
H

z

DAT OUT

Mot
Tran1

PreProc

Cust. HW2

Tran2Matrix
InProc

OutProc

Fig. 14: Architecture Template for DSE

one HW PE, consuming less computing resources than

Expl6 and Expl7. Subsequently, Expl5 is chosen for the

final implementation.

We have demonstrated the potential of utilizing our

tool in a flow that may assist designers in early esti-

mation, and DSE exploration while using the model-

based design concept offered by Simulink. This foun-

dation helps to stimulate future research on cross-layer

optimizations as well as co-design solutions while bridg-

ing multiple abstraction domains.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we identified the specification gap be-

tween algorithm-level and system-level designs. We pro-

posed Algo2Spec to automatically synthesize Simulink

algorithm models into SLDL specifications to close the

gap. With the automatically generated system-level spec-

ification, early estimation profiling, rapid platform re-

targeting and heterogeneous VP explorations are avail-

able to vastly enrich the algorithm designer’s decisions.

Algo2Spec creates a new joint co-design flow seamlessly

expanding system-level tool-chains and refinement steps

to algorithm designs in Simulink.

We have evaluated the efficiency of our approach

by exploring several real-world examples. The joint co-

design flow offers tremendous opportunities for algo-

rithm designers to explore the platform suitability of

algorithms and to tune algorithms to better match plat-

form requirements (e.g. in terms of parallelism). The

new methodology avoids the tedious and error-prone

process of manual effort. Algo2Spec synthesizes a sin-

gle block in 4.5s on average, compared to an estimated

manual re-authoring in 5.18 hours. With this, Algo2Spec

offers three orders of magnitude gains in design produc-

tivity for generating the system-level specification.

Furthermore, the synthesis framework presented in

this paper builds the foundation for optimizations of

block synthesis and simplifies the exploration of paral-

lelism in the future.
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